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The (Net) Factor Content of Trade
Recall: the Heckscher-Ohlin-Vanek Theorem

Now we consider the case of G ≥ F . Factor market clearing
conditions lead to:

Ac(w c)T c = V c − Ac(w c)αc(pc)Y c

Where αc(pc) is the expenditure share on each good.

If we also have free trade (pc = p), identical technologies
(Ac(.) = A(.)), identical tastes (αc(.) = α(.)), and factor
endowments inside the FPE set so FPE holds (w c = w), then this
simplifies dramatically to the HOV equations:

A(w)T c = V c − scV w .
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Constructing the NFCT: An Aside

In reality, production uses intermediates:

For example, the capital content of shoe production includes not only
the direct use of capital in making shoes, but also the indirect use of
capital in making all upstream inputs to shoes (like rubber).

Let A(w) be the input-output matrix for commodity production. And
let B(w) be the matrix of direct factor inputs.

Then, if we assume that only final goods are traded, (it takes some
algebra, due to Leontief, to show that) the only change we have to
make to the HOV theorem is to use B̄(w) ≡ B(w)(I − A(w))−1 in
place of A(w) above.

Trefler and Zhu (2010) show that the ‘only final goods are traded’
assumption is not innocuous and propose extensions to deal with trade
in intermediates.
See also recent work by Johnson and Noguera (2012) on this and
related issues.
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Testing the HOV Equations

How do we test B̄(w)T c = V c − scV w?

This is really a set of vector equations (one element per factor k).
So there is one of these predictions per country c and factor k.

There are of course many things one can do with these predictions, so
many different tests have been performed.
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Leontief’s Paradox

The first work based on the NFCT was in Leontief (1953)

Circa 1953, Leontief had just computed (for the first time), the
input-output table for the 1947 US economy. This delivers AUS(wUS)
and BUS(wUS).
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Leontief’s Paradox

Leontief then argued as follows:

Leontief’s table only had K and L inputs (and 2 factors was the bare
minimum needed to test the HOV equations).

He used B̄US(wUS) to compute the K/L ratio of US exports:
FUS

K
L ,X
≡ B̄US(wUS)XUS = $13, 700 per worker.

He didn’t have B̄US(wUS) for all (or any!) countries that export to the
US (to compute the factor content of US imports), so he applied the
standard HO assumption that all countries have the same technology
and face the same prices and that FPE holds. Hence:
B̄US(wUS) = B̄c(w c),∀c .

He then used B̄US(wUS) to compute the K/L ratio of US exports:
FUS
K/L,M ≡ B̄US(wUS)MUS = $18, 200 per worker.

The fact that FUS
K
L
,M
> FUS

K
L
,X

was a big surprise, as everyone assumed

the US was relatively K-endowed relative to the world as a whole.
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Leamer (JPE, 1980)

Leamer (1980) pointed out that Leontief’s application of HO theory,
while intuitive, was wrong if either trade is unbalanced, or there are
more than 2 factors in the world.

Either of these conditions can lead to a setting where the US exports
both K and L services—which is impossible in a balanced trade,
2-factor world. It turns out that this is exactly what the US was doing
in 1947.

In particular, Leamer (1980) showed that the intuitive content of HO
theory really says that:

KUS

LUS >
KUS−FUS

K

LUS−FUS
L

, where FUS
k ≡ B̄(w)kT

US is the factor content of US

net exports in factor k . This is a ratio of two HOV equations, for two
factors (K and L). HOV equations imply that, for any factor, the
factor content of production has to be greater than the factor content
of consumption.
But HOV does not necessarily imply that the factor content of exports
should exceed the factor content of imports, as Leontief had tested.
(But with 2 factors and balanced trade, this would have been correct.)
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Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

BLS (AER, 1987) continued the serious application of HOV theory to
the data that Leamer (1980) started.

BLS (1987), along with Maskus (1985), was the first real test of the
HOV equations.

Some details:

BLS only observed B̄(w) in the US in 1967, but they applied the
standard HO assumption that B̄(w) is the same for all other countries
in 1967 as it is in the US in 1967.

BLS noted that there is one HOV equation per country and factor:
C × F equations, so C × F tests.

BLS had data on 12 factors and 27 countries
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BLS (1987): Tests

But how to test B̄(w)T c = V c − scV w?

They should hold with equality and most certainly do not.

Not even for the US! This should really worry us, since B̄(w) was
calculated for the US, so it should (and does, more or less) predict
output at least as an identity.

BLS propose two tests:
1 Sign tests: How often is it true that sign{F c

k } = sign{V c
k − scV w

k }?
Only 61 % of the time (not that much better than a coin toss).

2 Rank tests: How often is it true that if F c
k > Fk′ then

(V c
k − scV w

k ) > (V c
k′ − scV w

k′ )? Only 49 % of the time!

This was considered to be a real disappointment. Maskus (1985)
made a similar point, and put it well: The Leontief Paradox is not a
paradox, but rather a “commonplace”!
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Trefler (JPE, 1993)

Trefler (1993) and Trefler (AER, 1995) extended this work in an
important direction, by dropping the assumption that technologies are
the same across countries.

Trefler (1993) in particular allowed countries to have different
technologies in a very flexible manner.

This is not only realistic, but also allows the HO model to be
reconciled with the clear failure of FPE in the data.

The key challenge was to incorporate productivity differences in a
coherent, theory-driven way in which all of the attractions of the HO
model would still hold, even though technologies differ across
countries.
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Leamer (JEL, 2007)
We of course know that FPE, taken literally, is completely unrealistic...

109Leamer: A Review of Thomas L Friedman’s The World is Flat

the Western way of living would move East,
and North and South as well, and Western
technology and Western market competition
and Western business organizations would
raise the living standards of all those who
had been left behind.

So what actually happened and why?
Figure 7 compares the 1980 global income
distribution with the year 2000 distribution.
The year 2000 distribution isn’t flatter at all.
While it is true that there was substantial
income growth in the shallow (poor) end of
the pool, most importantly in India and
China, there was also very substantial
income growth at the wealthy end. Indeed,
half of global GDP growth in this period
originated in four countries: two wealthy
countries (United States and Japan) and two
poor countries (China and India). But
income growth didn’t occur uniformly. The
globe’s middle class was left behind, with no
income growth over those two difficult
decades between the seventeenth percentile
and the thirty-sixth percentile.

A Great Equalization thus did occur—it just
didn’t apply to the wealthiest 18 percent of
countries. The wealthiest countries managed
to prosper in the face of manufacturing jobs

being tugged into the poor part of the globe
while the middle class countries stagnated.

What is the difference between the
wealthy and middle-income countries? I
believe that the answer is that the wealthy
and the poor countries have different
“domains of competition.” Inside of manu-
facturing, there is a segment of footloose
mundane labor-intensive activities and a
set of innovative and/or capital-intensive
activities that are firmly rooted. The foot-
loose standardized products can be accu-
rately described in documents (blueprints
and engineering specifications and words)
and the finished products can be easily
inspected to determine if they meet the
specifications.

The footloose standardized products are
sold in competitive global markets, which
control the prices and the wages as well. But,
because of market power, the prices of the
innovative capital-intensive products are set
by their manufacturers, who thus have con-
siderable leeway in setting wages and work-
ing conditions. Think Ely Lilly today or Ford
Motor Company in 1965.

If your country’s prosperity in 1980 depend-
ed on attracting the mundane footloose
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Trefler (1993): Set-up I

Trefler (1993) adds factor- and country-specific productivity shifters
(πck) to an otherwise standard HO model.

This is closely related to Leontief’s preferred solution to his eponymous
‘paradox’: The US is not labor-abundant when you just count workers.
But if you were to count ‘equivalent productivity workers’ across
countries, than the US would be labor-abundant.

This amounts to defining factors in ‘productivity-equivalent’ units:
V ∗
ck ≡ πckVck .

So now factor prices also have to be in ‘productivity-equivalent’ units:
w∗
ck ≡

wck

πck

Trefler assumes that the only production-side differences across
countries are these πck terms:

That implies that B̄∗
c (w∗

c ) = B̄∗
c′(w

∗
c′).
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Trefler (1993): Set-up II

Then Trefler (1993) shows that all of the traditional HO logic goes
through in terms of V ∗

ck and w∗
ck rather than Vck and wck :

HOV: F ∗
ck ≡ B̄∗(w∗)T c = πckVck − sc(V ∗

k )w

FPE (now ‘conditional FPE’): w∗
ck = w∗

c′k
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Trefler (1993): Methodology I

What can you then do with these HO predictions? The central
problem is that unlike the B̄(w) matrix, the B̄∗(w∗) matrix is not
observable in any country.

Fundamentally, the πck ’s are unknown.

In principle, we could estimate these using cross-country
productivity/output data. But Trefler (1993) doesn’t pursue this, for
fear that such data isn’t reliable enough. (Is this still binding?)

Instead, Trefler estimates the πcks from the HOV equations.

It turns out that this estimation is trivial since there is a (unique) set of
πck terms that make the HOV equations hold with equality (up to the
normalization that one country’s πck = 1 for all k; for Trefler, this
country is the US).

So unrestricted country- and factor-specific productivity differences can
make the HOV equations fit always and everywhere!
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Trefler (1993): Methodology II

Once we’ve estimated the π̂ck terms (which fit the HOV equations
perfectly), how do we then assess the HO model?

1 Trefler (1993) shows that there exist values of (hypothetical) data (ie
T , B̄US(w), s and V ) such that some of the π̂ck terms will be
negative. But if the estimated π̂cks are negative, this casts serious
doubt on the notion that they are well-estimated productivity
parameters. Reassuringly, only 10 out of 384 are negative.

2 Further, the logic so far hasn’t used the FPE part of HO. So Trefler
(1993) checks how well the estimated π̂ck terms (estimated off of trade
data) bring about ‘conditional FPE’ (i.e. adjust observed factor prices,
which don’t satisfy FPE, so that the constructed w∗

cks come closer to
satisfying FPE). See Figure 1 below.

3 Other sensible restrictions: eg, we tend to think that the US is more
productive than most countries, so the π̂ck terms should be less than
one most of the time. Reassuringly, this is true.
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Trefler (1993): Results
The estimated πcks (for k as labor) correlate very well with relative wages
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tural wages. Also, employment in the agricultural sector is propor- 
tionately larger in developing than in developed countries. These 
two facts bias upward the developing country wage data and bias 
downward the developed country wage data. A final explanation of 
the systematic bias is the use of a developed country as the norm 
(rfus = 1); however, the similarity of the series means reported at 
the bottom of table 1 implies that any normalization that weights all 
countries equally will reproduce similar results (i.e., the United States 
is not an "outlier"). 

For capital, the United States is an outlier as is confirmed by the 
very different table 1 means for ITKc/IIK,Us and WKcIWK,US. For this 
reason, a more informative normalization is one that weights all coun- 
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Trefler (AER, 1995)

Trefler (1995) provides two advances in understanding about NFCT:

1 He identifies 2 key facts about the NFCT data, which isolate 2 aspects
of the data in which the HOV equations appear to fail. (Previous work
hadn’t said much more than: “the HOV equations fail badly in the
data.”)

2 He explores how a number of parsimonious (as opposed to the
approach in Trefler (1993) which was successful,
but—deliberately—anything but parsimonious!) extensions to basic
HO theory can improve the fit of the HOV equations.
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Fact 1: “The Case of the Missing Trade”

Consider a plot of HOV deviations (defined as
εck ≡ Fck − (Vck − scV w

k )) against predicted NFCT (ie Vck − scV w
k ):

Figure 1.

The vertical line is where Vck − scV w
k = 0.

The diagonal line is the “zero [factor content of] trade” line: Fck = 0,
or εck = −(Vck − scV w

k ).

This plot helps us to visualize the failure of the HOV equations:

If the ‘sign test’ always passed, all observations would lie in the
top-right or bottom-left quadrants. (They don’t.)
If the HOV equations were correct, εck = 0, so all observations would
lie on a horizontal line. (They definitely don’t.)
Most fundamentally, the clustering of observations along the “zero
[factor content of] trade” line means that factor services trade is far
lower than the HOV equations predict. Trefler (1995) calls this “the
case of the missing trade.”
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Fact 1: “The Case of the Missing Trade”
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Fact 2: “The Endowments Paradox”

Trefler (1995) then looks at HOV deviations by country in Figure 2.

Here he plots the number of times (out of 9, the total number of
factors k) that εck < 0.
Because Fck is so small (Fact 1), this is mirrored almost one-for-one in
Vck − scV w

k > 0 (ie country c is abundant in factor k).

The plot helps us to visualize another failing of the HOV equations:

Poor countries appear to be abundant in all factors.
This can’t be true with balanced trade, and it is not true (in Trefler’s
sample) that poor countries run higher trade imbalances.
So this must mean that there is some omitted factor that tends to be
scarce in poor countries.
A natural explanation (a la Leontieff) is that some factors are not
being measured in ‘effective (ie productivity-equivalent) units’.
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Fact 2: “The Endowments Paradox”
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Trefler (1995): Altering the Simple HO Model I

Trefler (1995) then (extending an approach initially pursued in BLS,
1987) seeks alterations to the simple HO model that:

Are parsimonious (i.e. they use up only a few parameters, unlike in
Trefler (1993)).

Have estimated parameters that are economically sensible (analogous
to considerations in Trefler (1993)).

Can account for Facts 1 and 2.

Fit the data well (in a ‘goodness-of-fit sense): eg success on sign/rank
tests.

Fit the data best (in a likelihood or model selection sense) among the
class of alterations tried. (But the ‘best’ need not fit the data ‘well’).
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Trefler (1995): Altering the Simple HO Model II

The alterations that Trefler tries are:

1 T1: restrict πck in Trefler (1993) to πck = δc . (‘Neutral technology
differences’).

2 T2: restrict πck in Trefler (1993) to πck = δcφk for less developed
countries (y c < κ, where κ is to be estimated too) and πck = δc for
developed countries.

3 C1: allow the sc terms to be adjusted to fit the data (this corrects for
countries’ non-homothetic tastes for investment goods, services and
non-traded goods).

4 C2: Armington Home Bias: Consumers appear to prefer home goods to
foreign goods (tastes? trade costs?). Let α∗

c be the ‘home bias’ of
country c . This is clearly going to help with explaining the missing
trade.

5 TC2: δc = yc/yUS and C2.
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Trefler (1995): Results
By most tests, TC2 (neutral technological differences with Armington home bias) does
best. Sign test is nearly perfectly accurate, mysteries improved considerably.
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Gabaix (1997)

Trefler (1995)’s ‘missing trade’ has had a strong impact on the way
that NFCT empirics has proceeded since.

Ironically however, as Gabaix (1997) (unpublished, but discussed in
Davis and Weinstein (2003, Handbook survey of NFCT literature))
pointed out, ‘missing trade’ makes the impressive fit of the π̂cks in
Figure 1 of Trefler (1993) not that impressive after all.

That is, Gabaix (1997) showed that if trade is completely missing (ie
Fck = 0) then Trefler (1993) is finding the π̂cks such that
π̂ckVck = sc

∑
c π̂ckVck .

If countries are small relative to the world this approximates to:
π̂ck

π̂c′k
= Y c/Vck

Y c′/Vc′k
.

That is, the relative productivity parameters are just GDP per factor;
hence Figure 1 in Trefler (1993) isn’t that surprising.
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Davis, Weinstein, Bradford and Shimpo (AER, 1997)

DWBS (1997) were the first to explore a different (from Trefler
(1995)) sort of ‘diagnostic’ exercise on the HOV equations.

In particular, they note that statements about the NFCT are really
two statements about:

1 The FC of Production: B̄c(w c)y c = V c

2 The FC of Consumption (really: ‘Absorption’, to allow for
intermediates): B̄c(w c)Dc = scV w .

DWBS (1997) use data on regions within Japan to test 1 and 2
separately, to thereby shed light on whether it’s the failure of 1 or 2
(if not both) that is generating ‘missing trade’
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DWBS (1997): Factor Content of Production

DWBS (1997) have data on AJ(wJ), the input-output table, and
BJ(wJ), the primary factor use matrix, for Japan as a whole.

Factor market clearing implies that BJ(wJ)X J = V J :

NB: Here, X c is gross output, not value-added.

Note that this is not some sort of test of factor market clearing.
Instead, this is an identity that must hold for the case of Japan since
BJ(w J) is computed such that this is true.

At least, they should be computed this way! In the BLS (1987) data,
where BUS(wUS) is used, it is not true that BUS(wUS)XUS = V US ,
which is worrying. The reason for this is that the B(w) matrices come
from statistical agencies who have their own definition of a factor (eg,
how do you define and measure ‘capital’?), which isn’t necessarily the
same definition that researchers are using to define V c .
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DWBS (1997): Factor Content of Production

So DWBS (1997) are deliberately not interested in testing the FC of
Japan’s production as a whole (i.e. BJ(wJ)X J = V J).

Instead they test:

FPE and identical technologies for the entire world: BJ(w J)X c = V c

(using 21 other countries c).

FPE and identical technologies within Japan: BJ(w J)X r = V r (using
10 regions of Japan, r).
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DWBS (1997): Factor Content of Production
This scatter plot is a row of the vector equation BJ(w J)X c = V c , plotted for all c 6= J
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DWBS (1997): Factor Content of Production
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FC of Production: Interpretation I

The FC of production appears to perform very badly in the
cross-country data.

This means that Bc(w c) 6= BJ(w J).

This could arise due to non-FPE (ie w c 6= w J) or non-identical
technologies (Bc(w J) 6= BJ(w J)).

DWBS (1997) don’t seek to test which of these is at work.

They do note that the richer the country, the better the fit. But that
could either be because of similar technologies or similar endowments
(and hence production in the same cone of diversification), or both.
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FC of Production: Interpretation II

DWBS (1997) go on to look at the FC of production across Japanese
regions.

These fit better, which is very nice.

However, we have to bear in mind that BJ(w J) was calculated to hold
as an identity for all of Japan. So it is representative of some average
Japanese region by construction. And hence we should expect the fit to
improve somewhat compared to the cross-country results.

We should also bear in mind that just because FPE seems to hold well
within Japan, this doesn’t necessarily show that HO-style mechanisms
made it so. Factors (and technology) could also be mobile. (But recall,
in a strictly HO world, factors wouldn’t actually want to move due to
FPE!)
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DWBS (1997): Factor Content of Production
This scatter plot is a row of the vector equation BJ(w J)X r = V r , plotted for all r ∈ J
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DWBS (1997): Factor Content of Production
This scatter plot is a row of the vector equation BJ(w J)X r = V r , plotted for all r ∈ J
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DWBS (1997): Goods Content of Absorption

DWBS (1997) have data on absorption Dr for each region of Japan.
But they do not have this data for other countries in the world.

With this data they test two hypotheses underpinning absorption:

1 Identical and homothetic preferences (and identical prices) around the
world: Dc = scY w and Dr = s rY w , where Y w is world net output (ie
GDP). This performs pretty well—see following Figures.

2 Identical and homothetic preferences (and identical prices) within
Japan: Dr = sr

sJ
DJ . This performs incredibly well: rank correlations

across 45 commodities, or across regions, are almost uniformly above
0.95.
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DWBS (1997): Goods Content of Absorption
This scatter plot is D r vs s rY w , for each commodity
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DWBS (1997): Putting It All Together

We have seen that (within Japan) the FC of production and the
goods content of absorption both appear to fit well.

So we can now put these two together to see how well the FC of
trade fits (within Japan).

One might think that if both absorption and production fit well, then
trade has to fit well by construction.
But that is not quite true, since the above test for absorption was done
on goods not factor content.
To convert GC of absorption into FC of absorption we need to multiply
goods absorption by BJ(w J), which is implicitly assuming that all
countries use the same B(.) matrix as Japan. (That is, we say:
BJ(w J)Dr = s rBJ(w J)Y w = s rBJ(w J)Xw = s rV w .)
Figures 9 and 10 show that there is still significant missing trade inside
Japan (Figure 9) and that this is primarily due to the absorption side of
the factor content of trade being off (Figure 10).
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DWBS (1997): Why is There Missing Trade?
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DWBS (1997): Final Step

The above findings suggest that the problem of the missing trade
within Japan is primarily due to assuming that there is FPE (or
identical technologies) around the world, or that:
BJ(wJ)Xw = srV w .

So the last thing that DWBS (1997) do is to see how things look
without this assumption.

That is, they simply use BJ(w J)Xw instead of assuming that this is
equal to scV w .
This is like assuming that there is FPE within Japan, but not
necessarily across countries.
This (as Figure 11 shows) goes some way towards improving the fit.
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DWBS (1997): Finding Missing Trade
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Plan of Today’s Lecture

1 Tests of the Heckscher-Ohlin model, continued:
1 Factor Content of Trade Tests

1 Leontief (1953) and Leamer (1980)

2 Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

3 Trefler (1993)

4 Trefler (1995)

5 Davis, Weinstein, Bradford and Shimpo (1997)

6 Davis and Weinstein (2001)

2 Brief Discussion of Other Tests
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Davis and Weinstein (AER, 2001)

The message from DWBS (1997) was that, when restricted to
settings where FPE seems plausible (like within a country), HO
actually performs pretty well. That is, the failure of FPE seems to be
a first-order problem for HO.

So DW (2001) build on this and seek to understand the departures
from FPE within the OECD.
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DW (2001): “The Matrix”

The key to this exercise is getting data on B̄c(w c) for all countries c
in their sample (not easy!) All prior studies had used one country’s
B̄(w) matrix to apply to all countries.

Just taking a casual glance at these suggests that the B̄(w)’s around
the OECD are very different. So something needs to be done.

One approach would be just to use the data on B̄c(w c) for each
country—but then the production side of the HOV equations would
hold as an identity and that wouldn’t be much of a test. (It does shed
some light on things though, as Hakura (JIE, 2001) showed.)

DW instead seek to parsimoniously parameterize the cross-country
differences in B̄c(w c) by considering 7 nested hypotheses, which drop
standard HO assumptions sequentially, about how endowments affect
both technology (i.e. B̄(.)) and technique (ie B̄(w)).
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DW (2001): The 7 Nested Hypotheses and 7 Results
“P”=Production, “T”=Trade

“P1&T1”: Standard HOV, common (US) technology. (The baseline.)

That is, P1: BUS(wUS)Y c = V c is tested. (“P” ≡ production.)

That is, T2: BUS(wUS)T c = V c − scV w is tested. (“T” ≡ trade.)

“P2&T2”: Common technology with measurement error:

Suppose the differences in B̄(w) we see around the world are just
classical (log) ME.

DW look for this by estimating ln B̄c(w c) = ln B̄(w)µ + εc , where
B̄(w)µ is the common technology around the world, and εc is the CME
(ie just noise).

The actual regression across industries i and factors k is:
ln B̄c(w c)ik = βik + εcik , where βik is a fixed-effect.

Then (for P2), ̂̄B(w)
µ

Y c = V c is tested, using β̂ik to construct ̂̄B(w)
µ
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 1 (Standard HOV)
This is ‘P1’, the production side of H1
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TABLE 3-PRODUCTION AND TRADE TESTS 
ALL FACTORS 

Production tests: Dependent variable MFCP 

(P1) (P2) (P3) (P4) (P5) 

Predicted 0.24 0.33 0.89 0.89 0.97 
Standard error 0.09 0.11 0.06 0.05 0.01 
R2 0.27 0.29 0.92 0.94 1.00 
Median error 0.34 0.21 0.07 0.05 0.03 
Observations 20 22 22 22 22 

Trade tests: Dependent variable MFCT 

(TI) (T2) (T3) (T4) (T5) (T6) (T7) 

Predicted -0.002 -0.006 -0.05 0.17 0.43 0.59 0.82 
Standard error 0.005 0.003 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 
R2 0.01 0.14 0.31 0.77 0.96 0.92 0.98 
Sign test 0.32 0.45 0.50 0.86 0.86 0.82 0.91 
Variance ratio 0.0005 0.0003 0.008 0.07 0.19 0.38 0.69 
Observations 22 22 22 22 22 22 22 

Notes: The theoretical coefficient on "predicted" is unity. The theoretical value of the sign test 
is unity (100-percent correct matches). The variance ratio is Var(MFCT)/Var(PFCT) and has 
a theoretical value of unity. 
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FIGURE 1. PRODUCTION WITH COMMON TECHNOLOGY (US) 

(P1) 

variance ratio is 0.0005, indicating that the 
variance of the predicted factor content of 
trade is about 2,000 times that of measured. 
This is missing trade big time! And the slope 
coefficient is zero (actually -0.0022, s.e. = 
0.0048). Moreover, under this specification 
our data reveal a Leontief "paradox" in which 
the United States is measured to be a net 
importer of capital services and a net exporter 
of labor. 

Since the production specification (P1) 
performs so poorly, it is perhaps no sur- 
prise that the trade specification (Ti) is like- 
wise a debacle. Nonetheless, this provides 
an extremely important baseline for our study 
precisely because it reveals that our data 
exhibit all of the pathologies that plague 
prior studies. Hence we can rule out that 
changes in the country sample, aggregation 
of many countries into a composite ROW, 
or the selection of productive factors suf- 
fice to account for positive results that may 
follow. 

C. An Average Technology Matrix: 
(P2) and (T2) 

Examination of specification (P1) strongly 
suggested that the U.S. technology matrix is an 
outlier. Is it useful to think of there being an 
average technology matrix B' that is a good 
approximation to a common technology? That 
is the question explored in specifications (P2) 
and (T2). A plot of predicted and measured 
factor content of production appears as 
Figure 3. When all data points are included, the 
slope is 0.33. If we focus only on a regression 
based on our ten OECD countries (so excluding 
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 1 (Standard HOV)
This is ‘T1’, the trade side of H1
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TABLE 4-PRODUCTION AND TRADE TESTS 

CAPITAL 

Production tests: 
Dependent variable MFCP Trade tests: Dependent variable MFCT 

(P1) (P2) (P3) (P4) (P5) (TI) (T2) (T3) (T4) (T5) (T6) (T7) 

Predicted 0.77 0.99 0.87 0.90 0.99 0.06 0.02 -0.03 0.25 0.57 0.65 0.87 
Standard error 0.11 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.15 0.07 
R 2 0.84 0.84 0.92 0.94 1.00 0.80 0.28 0.14 0.77 0.88 0.68 0.95 
Median error 0.34 0.20 0.07 0.06 0.02 
Sign test 0.45 0.64 0.73 0.91 0.77 0.80 1.00 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE TESTS 

LABOR 

Production tests: 
Dependent variable MFCP Trade tests: Dependent variable MFCT 

(P1) (P2) (P3) (P4) (P5) (Ti) (T2) (T3) (T4) (T5) (T6) (T7) 

Predicted 0.07 0.12 0.92 0.87 0.94 -0.008 -0.008 -0.07 0.14 0.42 0.59 0.81 
Standard error 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.02 0.002 0.003 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.03 
R 2 0.15 0.16 0.92 0.93 0.997 0.627 0.529 0.43 0.94 0.96 0.94 0.99 
Median elror 0.42 0.22 0.08 0.05 0.05 
Sign test 0.18 0.27 0.27 0.82 1.00 0.80 0.81 

Notes: The theoretical coefficient on "predicted" is unity. The theoretical value of the sign test is unity (100-percent correct 
matches). 
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ROW), the slope in the production test rises 
sharply to 1.27, reflecting most strongly the 
influence of high productivity in the United 
States. If we exclude the United States as well, 
the slope falls to about 0.90. The R2 in each 
case is respectably above 0.9. Also, in both 
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cases, the median production errors are approx- 
imately 20 percent. The ROW continues to be a 
huge outlier, given its significantly lower pro- 
ductivity. These results suggest that use of an 
average technology matrix is a substantial im- 
provement over using that of the United States, 
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 2 (Measurement error)
This is ‘P2’, the production side of H2. Plot of ‘T2’ looks like ‘T1’, apparently.

VOL. 91 NO. 5 DAVIS AND WEINSTEIN: AN ACCOUNT OF GLOBAL FACTOR TRADE 1439 

TABLE 4-PRODUCTION AND TRADE TESTS 

CAPITAL 

Production tests: 
Dependent variable MFCP Trade tests: Dependent variable MFCT 

(P1) (P2) (P3) (P4) (P5) (TI) (T2) (T3) (T4) (T5) (T6) (T7) 

Predicted 0.77 0.99 0.87 0.90 0.99 0.06 0.02 -0.03 0.25 0.57 0.65 0.87 
Standard error 0.11 0.15 0.08 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.15 0.07 
R 2 0.84 0.84 0.92 0.94 1.00 0.80 0.28 0.14 0.77 0.88 0.68 0.95 
Median error 0.34 0.20 0.07 0.06 0.02 
Sign test 0.45 0.64 0.73 0.91 0.77 0.80 1.00 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE TESTS 

LABOR 

Production tests: 
Dependent variable MFCP Trade tests: Dependent variable MFCT 

(P1) (P2) (P3) (P4) (P5) (Ti) (T2) (T3) (T4) (T5) (T6) (T7) 

Predicted 0.07 0.12 0.92 0.87 0.94 -0.008 -0.008 -0.07 0.14 0.42 0.59 0.81 
Standard error 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.02 0.002 0.003 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.03 
R 2 0.15 0.16 0.92 0.93 0.997 0.627 0.529 0.43 0.94 0.96 0.94 0.99 
Median elror 0.42 0.22 0.08 0.05 0.05 
Sign test 0.18 0.27 0.27 0.82 1.00 0.80 0.81 

Notes: The theoretical coefficient on "predicted" is unity. The theoretical value of the sign test is unity (100-percent correct 
matches). 
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ROW), the slope in the production test rises 
sharply to 1.27, reflecting most strongly the 
influence of high productivity in the United 
States. If we exclude the United States as well, 
the slope falls to about 0.90. The R2 in each 
case is respectably above 0.9. Also, in both 
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cases, the median production errors are approx- 
imately 20 percent. The ROW continues to be a 
huge outlier, given its significantly lower pro- 
ductivity. These results suggest that use of an 
average technology matrix is a substantial im- 
provement over using that of the United States, 
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DW (2001): The 7 Nested Hypotheses and Results (cont)

“P3&T3”: Hicks-neutral technology differences:

Here, as in Trefler (1995), they allow each country to have a λc such
that: B̄c(w c) = λc B̄(λcw c).

Note that this still has ‘conditional FPE’, so the ratio of techniques
used across factors or goods will be the same across countries.

This translates into estimating θc in the regression:
ln B̄c(w c)ik = θc + βik + εcik
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 3 (Hicks-neutral tech diffs)
This is ‘P3’, the production side of H3. Plot of ‘T3’ looks like ‘T1’, apparently.

1440 THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC REVIEW DECEMBER 2001 

since median production errors fall by one-third 
to one-half. Nonetheless, the fact that prediction 
errors are still on the order of 20 percent for the 
OECD group, and much larger for the ROW, 
suggests that there remains a lot of room for 
improvement. 

Examination of (T2) can be brief. The sign 
test correctly predicts the direction of net factor 
trade only 45 percent of the time. The variance 
ratio continues to be essentially zero, again in- 
dicating strong missing trade. The Slope Test 
coefficient is -0.006. In short, factor abun- 
dance continues to provide essentially no infor- 
mation about which factors a country will be 
measured to export. The plot of predicted and 
measured net factor trade looks essentially iden- 
tical to Figure 2, indicating massive missing 
trade. Overall, this model is a complete empir- 
ical failure. 

D. Hicks-Neutral Technical Differences: 
(P3) and (T3) 

Specifications (P3) and (T3) are predicated 
on the existence of Hicks-neutral differences in 
efficiency across countries.24 The estimation of 
these efficiency differences is discussed above 
in Section III and here we view the implemen- 
tation. A plot of (P3) appears as Figure 4. There 
continue to be substantial prediction errors, the 
largest by far being for the ROW, but also 
sizable ones for the United Kingdom and Can- 
ada. Nonetheless, the median prediction error 
falls to about one-third of its previous level, 
now around 7 percent. The slope coefficient 
varies somewhat according to the inclusion or 
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FIGURE 4. PRODUCTION WITH HICKS-NEUTRAL TECHNICAL 
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exclusion of the ROW, although typically it is 
around 0.9. When all data points are included, 
the R2 is about 0.9. When we exclude ROW, the 
R2 rises to 0.999. This high R2 is a result of the 
important size effects present when comparing 
measured and actual factor usage across 
countries. 

There is an additional pattern in the produc- 
tion errors. If we define capital abundance as 
capital per worker, then for the four most 
capital-abundant countries, we underestimate 
the capital content of production and overesti- 
mate the labor content. The reverse is true for 
the two most labor-abundant countries.25 These 
systematic biases are exactly what one would 
expect to find when using a common or neutral- 
ly-adjusted technology matrix in the presence of 

24 In this and all subsequent specifications we were 
forced to calculate ROW endowments in efficiency units. 
Since we did not have a technology matrix for the ROW, we 
were forced to estimate this matrix based on our parameter 
estimates generated in Section III. kR?W was set equal to 
the average productivity of labor and capital or: 

1 LROW 1 K ROW 

kROW - 2 (f3ROWyROW) ? 2 (fROWYROW) 

In specifications (T6) and (T7), when we force the tech- 
nology to fit exactly for the ROW, we pick two ARoW,s such 
that for each factor: 

AROW 
f ROW 

Af ]RROWyROW 

25 If we normalize the U.S. capital to labor ratio to one, 
then the capital to labor ratios of the remaining countries in 
descending order are Australia (0.95), Canada (0.92), Neth- 
erlands (0.92), France (0.88), Germany (0.84), Japan (0.79), 
Italy (0.71), Denmark (0.62), and the United Kingdom 
(0.48). For the four most capital-abundant countries we on 
average underestimate the capital intensity of their produc- 
tion by 10 percent and overestimate their labor intensity by 
8 percent. For Denmark and the United Kingdom we over- 
estimate their capital intensity by 25 percent and underes- 
timate their labor intensity by 16 percent. In addition to the 
pattern we observe among the six countries discussed in the 
text, for the ROW (0.17), we also overestimate the capital 
content of ROW production and underestimate its labor 
content. 
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DW (2001): The 7 Nested Hypotheses and Results (cont)

“P4&T4”: DFS (1980) continuum model aggregation:

In a DFS-HO model with infinitessimally small trade costs, countries
will use different techniques when they produce traded goods.
However, this won’t spill over onto non-traded goods.
If the industrial classifications in our data are really aggregates of more
finely-defined goods (as in a continuum) then at the aggregated
industry level it will look like countries’ endowments affect their choice
of technique.
To incorporate this, DW estimate
ln B̄c(w c)ik = θc + βik + γTi ln(K c

Lc )× TRADi + εcik , where TRADi is a
dummy for tradable sectors.

Estimates of this are used to construct ̂̄B(w)
DFS

analogously to before.
But this correction alters both the production and absorption equations
(since the factor content of what country c imports depends on the
endowments of each separate exporter to c).
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 4 (DFS model aggregation)
This is ‘P4’, the production side of H4.
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a continuum of goods. Moreover these biases 
are not small. Quite often these biases in over- 
or underpredicting the factor content of produc- 
tion were equal to 20 percent of a country's 
endowment. Thus, while allowance for Hicks- 
neutral efficiency differences substantially im- 
proves the working of the production model, 
prediction errors remain both sizable and 
systematic. 

We have seen that the Hicks-neutral effi- 
ciency shift did give rise to substantial improve- 
ments for the production model. Will it 
substantially affect our trade results? The an- 
swer is definitely not. The plot of (T3) looks 
essentially the same as Figure 2, again indicat- 
ing massive missing trade. The sign test shows 
that factor abundance correctly predicts mea- 
sured net factor trade exactly 50 percent of the 
time. The trade variance ratio is 0.008, indicat- 
ing that the variance of predicted factor trade 
still exceeds that of measured factor trade by a 
factor of over 100. The slope coefficient is 
essentially zero. In sum, while the adjustment 
for efficiency differences is useful in improving 
the fit of the production model, it has done next 
to nothing to resolve the failures in the trade 
model. 

E. The DFS Continuum Model with Industry 
Variation in Factor Employment: 

(P4) and (T4) 

As we discussed in Section III, subsection A, 
there is a robust feature of the data that has 
been completely ignored in formal tests of the 
HOV model: capital to labor input ratios by 
industry vary positively with country factor 
abundance. We consider this first within the 
framework of the DFS (1980) continuum 
model, as this allows us to conserve yet a 
while longer the assumption of (approximate) 
factor price equalization. 

Consider production specification (P4), as in 
Figure 5. The production slope coefficient re- 
mains at 0.89, but the median production error 
falls slightly to 5 percent. What is most surpris- 
ing is how the continuum model affects the 
trade specification (T4). A plot appears as Fig- 
ure 6. The proportion of correct sign tests rises 
sharply to 86 percent (19 of 22)-significantly 
better than a coin flip at the 1-percent level. The 
variance ratio remains relatively low, although 
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at 7 percent it is much higher than in any of the 
previous tests. (T4) is the first specification that 
eliminates the Leontief paradox in the U.S. data 
for both capital and labor.2 The most impres- 
sive statistic is the slope coefficient of 0. 17, 

26 This type of Leontief paradox is absent in all subse- 
quent tests. 
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 4 (DFS model aggregation)
This is ‘T4’, the trade side of H4.
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a continuum of goods. Moreover these biases 
are not small. Quite often these biases in over- 
or underpredicting the factor content of produc- 
tion were equal to 20 percent of a country's 
endowment. Thus, while allowance for Hicks- 
neutral efficiency differences substantially im- 
proves the working of the production model, 
prediction errors remain both sizable and 
systematic. 

We have seen that the Hicks-neutral effi- 
ciency shift did give rise to substantial improve- 
ments for the production model. Will it 
substantially affect our trade results? The an- 
swer is definitely not. The plot of (T3) looks 
essentially the same as Figure 2, again indicat- 
ing massive missing trade. The sign test shows 
that factor abundance correctly predicts mea- 
sured net factor trade exactly 50 percent of the 
time. The trade variance ratio is 0.008, indicat- 
ing that the variance of predicted factor trade 
still exceeds that of measured factor trade by a 
factor of over 100. The slope coefficient is 
essentially zero. In sum, while the adjustment 
for efficiency differences is useful in improving 
the fit of the production model, it has done next 
to nothing to resolve the failures in the trade 
model. 

E. The DFS Continuum Model with Industry 
Variation in Factor Employment: 

(P4) and (T4) 

As we discussed in Section III, subsection A, 
there is a robust feature of the data that has 
been completely ignored in formal tests of the 
HOV model: capital to labor input ratios by 
industry vary positively with country factor 
abundance. We consider this first within the 
framework of the DFS (1980) continuum 
model, as this allows us to conserve yet a 
while longer the assumption of (approximate) 
factor price equalization. 

Consider production specification (P4), as in 
Figure 5. The production slope coefficient re- 
mains at 0.89, but the median production error 
falls slightly to 5 percent. What is most surpris- 
ing is how the continuum model affects the 
trade specification (T4). A plot appears as Fig- 
ure 6. The proportion of correct sign tests rises 
sharply to 86 percent (19 of 22)-significantly 
better than a coin flip at the 1-percent level. The 
variance ratio remains relatively low, although 
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at 7 percent it is much higher than in any of the 
previous tests. (T4) is the first specification that 
eliminates the Leontief paradox in the U.S. data 
for both capital and labor.2 The most impres- 
sive statistic is the slope coefficient of 0. 17, 

26 This type of Leontief paradox is absent in all subse- 
quent tests. 
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DW (2001): The 7 Nested Hypotheses and Results (cont)

“P5&T5”: DFS (1980) continuum model with non-FPE:

Another reason for γTi 6= 0 in the regression above (other than
aggregation) is the failure of FPE due to countries being in different
cones of diversification. (See Helpman (JEP, 1999) for description.)

In this case, this effect will spill over onto non-traded goods (since
factor prices affect technique choice in all industries).

To incorporate this, DW estimate
ln B̄c(w c)ik = θc + βik + γTi ln(K c

Lc )× TRADi + γNTi ln(K c

Lc )× NTiε
c
ik ,

where NTi is a dummy for non-tradable sectors.

Here, tests of the HOV analogue equations need to be more careful
still, to make sure we use only the bits of the technology matrix that
relate to tradable sector production.
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 5 (DFS model with non-FPE)
This is ‘P5’, the production side of H5.
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where all of the previous trade slopes were zero. 
Clearly, allowing country capital to labor ratios 
to affect industry coefficients is moving us dra- 
matically in the right direction. 

F. A Failure of FPE and Factor Usage in 
Nontraded Production: (P5) and (TS) 

Our next specification considers what hap- 
pens if the endowment differences are suffi- 
ciently large to leave the countries in different 
cones of production. In such a case, FPE will 
break down and nontradables will no longer be 
produced with common input coefficients 
across countries. This specification of the pro- 
duction model was preferred in our statistical 
analysis of technology in Section III. Our trade 
tests now require us to focus on the factor 
content of tradables after we have adjusted the 
HOV predictions to reflect the differences in 
factor usage in nontradables arising from the 
failure of FPE. 

This is our best model so far. Plots of pro- 
duction and trade specifications (P5) and (T5) 
appear in Figures 7 and 8. The production slope 
coefficient rises to 0.97, with an R2 of 0.997. 
The median production error falls to just 3 per- 
cent. We again achieve 86 percent correct 
matches in the sign test. The variance ratio rises 
to 19 percent. The slope coefficient is 0.43 for 
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all factors, and 0.57 and 0.42 for capital and 
labor respectively. Again, the slopes still fall 
well short of unity. But this must be compared 
to prior work and specifications (Ti) to (T3), all 
of which had a zero slope, and (T4), which had 
a slope that is less than half as large. Under 
specification (T5), for example, a rise of one 
unit in Canadian "excess" capital would lead to 
the export of nearly 0.6 units of capital services. 
The amended HOV model is not working per- 
fectly, but given the prior results, the surprise is 
how well it does.2 

G. Corrections on ROW Technology: (T6) 

We have seen that production model (P5) 
works quite well for most countries. There are a 
few countries for which the fit of the production 
model is less satisfying. There are relatively 
large prediction errors (ca. 10 percent) for both 
factors in Canada, for capital in Denmark, and 
for labor in Italy. Given the simplicity of the 
framework, the magnitude of these effors is not 
surprising. Since we would like to preserve this 
simplicity, these errors need not immediately 
call for a revision of our framework. 

There is one case, however, in which a closer 

27 Implementing production model (P5') (i.e., not forc- 
ing all sectors to have identical -y's) yields results that are 
almost identical to model (P5), and so we do not report 
them. 
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 5 (DFS model with non-FPE)
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where all of the previous trade slopes were zero. 
Clearly, allowing country capital to labor ratios 
to affect industry coefficients is moving us dra- 
matically in the right direction. 

F. A Failure of FPE and Factor Usage in 
Nontraded Production: (P5) and (TS) 

Our next specification considers what hap- 
pens if the endowment differences are suffi- 
ciently large to leave the countries in different 
cones of production. In such a case, FPE will 
break down and nontradables will no longer be 
produced with common input coefficients 
across countries. This specification of the pro- 
duction model was preferred in our statistical 
analysis of technology in Section III. Our trade 
tests now require us to focus on the factor 
content of tradables after we have adjusted the 
HOV predictions to reflect the differences in 
factor usage in nontradables arising from the 
failure of FPE. 

This is our best model so far. Plots of pro- 
duction and trade specifications (P5) and (T5) 
appear in Figures 7 and 8. The production slope 
coefficient rises to 0.97, with an R2 of 0.997. 
The median production error falls to just 3 per- 
cent. We again achieve 86 percent correct 
matches in the sign test. The variance ratio rises 
to 19 percent. The slope coefficient is 0.43 for 
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all factors, and 0.57 and 0.42 for capital and 
labor respectively. Again, the slopes still fall 
well short of unity. But this must be compared 
to prior work and specifications (Ti) to (T3), all 
of which had a zero slope, and (T4), which had 
a slope that is less than half as large. Under 
specification (T5), for example, a rise of one 
unit in Canadian "excess" capital would lead to 
the export of nearly 0.6 units of capital services. 
The amended HOV model is not working per- 
fectly, but given the prior results, the surprise is 
how well it does.2 

G. Corrections on ROW Technology: (T6) 

We have seen that production model (P5) 
works quite well for most countries. There are a 
few countries for which the fit of the production 
model is less satisfying. There are relatively 
large prediction errors (ca. 10 percent) for both 
factors in Canada, for capital in Denmark, and 
for labor in Italy. Given the simplicity of the 
framework, the magnitude of these effors is not 
surprising. Since we would like to preserve this 
simplicity, these errors need not immediately 
call for a revision of our framework. 

There is one case, however, in which a closer 

27 Implementing production model (P5') (i.e., not forc- 
ing all sectors to have identical -y's) yields results that are 
almost identical to model (P5), and so we do not report 
them. 
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DW (2001): The 7 Nested Hypotheses and Results (cont)

“P7&T7”: Demand-side differences due to trade costs:

Predicted imports in the HO setup are many times larger than actual
imports. One explanation is trade costs.

To incorporate this, DW estimate gravity equations on imports,
allowing them to estimate how trade costs (proxied for by distance)
impedes imports.

They then use the predicted imports (from this gravity equation) in
place of actual data on imports when testing the HOV trade equation
(ie T7).

Note that this is not really an internally-consistent way of introducing
trade costs. Trade costs also tilt relative prices (so countries want
different ratios of goods), and relative factor prices (so techniques
differ in ways that are not simply dependent on endowments).
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DW (2001): Hypothesis 7 (Demand-side differences due to
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review is appropriate. For the ten OECD coun- 
tries, we have data on technology which enters 
into our broader estimation exercise. But this is 
not the case for ROW. The technology for 
ROW is projected from the OECD data based 
on the aggregate ROW endowments and the 
capital to labor ratio. Because the gap in capital 
to labor ratios between the ten countries and the 
ROW is large, there is a large amount of uncer- 
tainty about the adequacy of this projection. As 
it turns out, the prediction errors for ROW are 
large: the estimated technology matrix under- 
predicts labor usage by 9 percent, and overpre- 
dicts capital usage by 12 percent. Moreover, 
these errors may well matter because ROW is 
predicted to be the largest net trader in both 
factors and because its technology will matter 
for the implied factor content of absorption of 
all other countries. 

Hence we will consider specification (T6), 
which is the same as (T5) except that we force 
the technology for ROW to match actual ROW 
aggregate endowments, i.e., BROWYROW 
VRO . A plot appears as Figure 9,28 This 
yields two improvements over specification 
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(T5). The slope coefficient rises by over one- 
third to 0.59 and the trade variance ratio dou- 
bles to 0.38. This suggests that a more 
realistic assessment of the labor intensity of 
ROW production materially improves the re- 
sults. 

H. Adding Gravity to the HOV Demand 
Model: (T7) 

As we note in the theory section, one of the 
more incredible assumptions of the HOV model 
is costless trade. With perfect specialization and 
zero trade costs, one would expect most coun- 
tries to be importing well over half of the traded 
goods they absorb. Simple inspection of the 
data reveals this to be a wild overestimate of 
actual import levels. 

We now take a larger step away from the 
standard HOV framework by estimating the log 
form of the gravity equation introduced earlier. 
This provides us with estimates of bilateral im- 
port flows in a world of perfect specialization 
with trade costs. We then use these estimates of 
import and implied own demand in order to 
generate factor service trade predictions. The 
results are presented in column (T7) and illus- 
trated in Figure 10. By every measure, this is 
our best model of net factor trade. In moving 
from (T6) to (T7), the slope coefficient rises 
from 0.59 to 0.82. That is, measured factor 

28 To maintain consistency with the foregoing, we report 
the results here and in (T7) with all 11 countries. Because 
the move to (T6) forces the production model of ROW to fit 
perfectly, we will want to consider below whether excluding 
the ROW points affects the main thrust of these results. We 
will see that it does not. 
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DW (2001): Taking Stock

DW (2001) conduct a formal model test on the production side of the
model.

For the purposes of fitting production, and as judged by the Schwarz
criterion (which trades off fit vs extra parameters used up in a
particular way), P5 is ‘best’.

However, because these hypotheses affect the absorption side too, a
good fit on the production side doesn’t guarantee a good fit on the
trade side.

By all measures they consider (sign tests, regressions, ‘missing trade’
statistic) T7 does best on the trade side.

And T7 has an R2 of 0.76, which is pretty impressive when you
consider how ambitious an exercise this is (accounting for production,
consumption and trade around the OECD, in a relatively parsimonious
model).
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Subsequent Work on NFCT Empirics

Antweiler and Trefler (AER, 2002):

Adding external returns to scale (as in parts of Helpman and Krugman
(1985 book)) to HOV equations in order to estimate the magnitude of
these RTS.

Schott (QJE, 2003):

Even within narrowly-defined (10-digit) industries, the unit value of US
imports vary dramatically across exporting countries (and this variation
is correlated with exporter endowments).

Trefler and Zhu (JIE, 2010):

The treatment of traded intermediates affects how you calculate the
HOV equations properly.
Also a characterization of the class of demand systems that generates
HOV. (That is, is IHP necessary?)

Davis and Weinstein (2008, book chapter, “Do Factor Endowments
Matters for North-North Trade?”):

Intra-industry trade and HOV empirics.
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Plan of Today’s Lecture

1 Tests of the Heckscher-Ohlin model, continued:
1 Factor Content of Trade Tests

1 Leontief (1953) and Leamer (1980)

2 Bowen, Leamer and Sveikauskas (1987)

3 Trefler (1993)

4 Trefler (1995)

5 Davis, Weinstein, Bradford and Shimpo (1997)

6 Davis and Weinstein (2001)

2 Brief Discussion of Other Tests
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Other Tests of HO Theory
Too much to cover here, but briefly...(see syllabus and/or ask me if you want more
references)

Tests of FPE and ‘factor price convergence’.

Tests of the S-S theorem.

Tests of the Rybczinski theorem.

Bilateral tests of NFCT in a non-FPE world:

Theory due to Helpman (1984).
Empirics in Choi and Krishna (JPE, 2004).

Autarky price version of the HO theorems:

Bernhofen and Brown (2009); case of Japan, 1853.
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